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Mental maths



Maths

• Home learners – work through the video:

https://vimeo.com/500489558

The next slides are stills from the video to work 

through in class.

https://vimeo.com/500489558
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Percy Jackson

L I V E  L E S S O N



English

• Subordinating clauses 



Subordinate Clauses
Greek Myths & Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief

What is a clause? What is a subordinate 
clause?

Why might we use a subordinate clause?

How are subordinate clauses punctuated?



A Clause is a group of words which contains a finite verb

Grover’s trainers sprouted wings.

His legs shot forward.

He fell over.

He tried to steady himself.

See Teacher Note for further 
information

His legs shot forward and he tried to steady himself but 
he fell over.

A sentence can be made up 
of one or more main clauses.

These clauses are 
independent or main. They 
make sense by themselves.

These main clauses can be joined 
by co-ordinating conjunctions.



Subordinate Clauses

because he was not a demigod

when he fell over

where he was the centre of attention

as he had ripped his trousers

Grover felt 
embarrassed

A sentence can be made up of 
several main and subordinate 

clauses.

Subordinate 
clauses expand on 
the main clause but 
cannot stand alone.



Subordinating Conjunctions

Subordinating conjunctions join subordinate clauses to a main clause.
Conjunctions can give meaning to the joins, to do with…

time place

when
while
since

as
before
after
until

where
whereve

r

becaus
e
as

since
so

conditi
on

contra
stif

unless
even if

although
though
whereas

while

caus
e



Can you identify which is the main clause and which is the subordinate 
clause in each sentence?

Identifying Subordinate Clauses

Annabeth shouted at Grover when his shoes sprouted wings. 

Percy shot out his hands where Grover’s feet were hovering. 

It was not easy to untie the shoes because Grover’s feet were above his head.

As the slope got steeper, Grover picked up speed.

Although they were sprinting, Percy and Annabeth struggled to keep up.

ANSWERSEach subordinate clause begins with a conjunction.



Percy stopped 
dead

because he had seen the huge 
chasm.

Percy recognised the place from his 
nightmares.

When he saw 
it,

A comma separates the 
clauses. 

When the subordinate clause goes after the main clause, we don’t add 

commas.

When the subordinate clause goes at the front, we separate the clauses with a 
comma.

The conjunction marks the join 
between clauses.

Punctuating Subordinate Clauses



Percy should check why his backpack is so 
heavy

You can make writing more persuasive by explaining a point further 
(elaborating on it).

Subordinate clauses can help to expand on ideas.

Subordinate Clauses for Elaboration

because it was from Ares and cannot be 
trusted.

Percy should check why his backpack is so 
heavy

as it is slowing him 
down.

Percy should check why his backpack is so 
heavy.

Since it is unusual for a bag to get 
heavier,

They should leave the Underworld as quickly as 
possible

if they want to 
survive.they should leave the Underworld as quickly as 

possible.
Before it is too 
late,



Subordinate Clauses A  Tick to show if the underlined clause is the main clause or subordinate clause.

Label each of the clauses in the sentence below as either main (M) or subordinate (S).

Which clause is underlined? Main Sub

1. Sally Jackson is Percy’s mother although she is mortal.

1. She married Smelly Gabe so his smell would protect Percy from monsters.

1. Because she works in a sweetshop, Sally always has sweets in her bag.

1. She has an unusual gift for a human as she can see through the Mist.

1. Whenever she can, Sally makes her food blue.

1. Sally knew that Percy might have special powers before Percy found out.

1. Percy lost his mother when the Minotaur attacked them.

1. If he can find her in the Underworld, Percy hopes to bring his mother home.

1. He has brought three pearls with him where he hopes he can use them to 

save her.

1. When it is time, Percy must smash the pearls.

1. He has three pearls although he hopes to save four people from the 

Underworld.

1. Percy has a difficult decision to make when the time comes.

.

.



Label each of the clauses in the sentence below as either main (M) or 
subordinate (S).



Insert a subordinating conjunction to link 
the subordinate clause to the main clause.
1. Annabeth really wanted a quest _________ Percy was given one.

2. ___________ he had failed last time, Grover hoped to prove himself this time.

3. Percy had to find the Master bolt __________ it had been stolen.

4. Zeus believes that Percy stole it __________ Chiron thinks Hades has it.

5. Percy has ten days __________ it must be found.

6. ___________ Ares gave Percy the backpack, Percy should have been 

suspicious.



Punctuate the multiclause sentences with commas – if they need them.

1. Luke thought that the winged boots would be helpful whereas Chiron thought they would be 

dangerous for Percy.

2. When Annabeth looked in her bag she found a red ball from Waterland.

3. Percy kept Riptide capped until he needed it.

4. Since they were living Percy, Grover and Annabeth had to use persuasion to get into the 

Underworld.

5. Hades was angry since he believed that Percy had stolen his Helm of Darkness.

6. If it was not Percy who had taken both the bolt and the helm?

7. Hades does not believe Percy although he is telling the truth.

8. If Percy cannot return the helm he will face a terrible choice.



Percy has three pearls which he can use to save three people from the Underworld. 

Who should he choose, his mother, Grover, Annabeth or himself? 

• Write a persuasive paragraph explaining who he should choose and why.

• Include subordinate clauses to elaborate on your points.



Assembly

• How can I be a better friend?

• While I am reading the story think 

about what Manfred could do 

differently to be a better friend.

• How does having all the things he 

wants make him feel.



PHSE

• What could Manfred have done 

differently?

• Write instructions for how to be a good 

friend- for Manfred.


